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SPEEDBALL EQUIPMENT
BATS
7 1/2” SQUARE BAT (9” AND 10” PIN HOLES)
12” DIAMETER BAT (9” AND 10” PIN HOLES)
14” DIAMETER BAT (9” AND 10” PIN HOLES)
BAT PINS (SET OF TWO)

$5.75
$8.10
$9.20
$5.20

STACKING STOOL

STOOLS
ST1 PROFFESIONAL POTTERS STOOL
ST4 INSTUTUTION/STUDENT STOOL
ST5 INSTUTUTION/POTTERS STOOL
STACKING STOOL

$287.00
$135.00
$117.00
$92.50

ST1

ST4

ST5

Arista Wheel
The Artista wheel is a compact, tabletop potter’s wheel. With a 25 pound centering capacity, it
features an 11" wheel head, a variable speed hand control and a removable splash pan. This 28
lb. portable wheel is perfect for the beginner who wants to take their wheel to and from pottery
class. Optional accessories can be added to convert the Artista into a more traditional freestanding wheel including a variable speed foot pedal and either ‘static’ or ‘folding’ legs (images
& prices below). Ideal for any classroom with limited space. 2 year warranty. Price $566.60
Clay Boss® Wheel: With a .5 HP industrial motor and 100lb centering capacity, Clay Boss has quickly
become one of the most popular wheels on the market today. The Clay Boss features a polyethylene
tabletop and two-part splash pan for easy cleanup, 14” wheel head and foot pedal with smooth, variable
speed control (0-240 rpm). Its reversing plus allows for quick and easy changes of wheel direction, and
its sophisticated load-sensing control ensures that the wheel head speed is maintained under changing
loads. 10-year warranty. PRICE $918.70
Big Boss Wheel: Ideal of potters working with large form, Big Boss features a 1.0 peak HP rated
industrial motor that runs quietly as it handles up to 175lbs of clay. Its 14” wheel head with variable
speed control (0-240 rpm) remains smooth and constant under varying loads, and the Boss’ reversing
plus allows for quick changes to wheel head direction. For even greater ease of use, Big Boss contains
adjustable glide feet to allow for changes in wheel height or leveling on uneven floors. Also includes foot
pedal and two-part splash pan. 10-year warranty. PRICE $1,130.20

SPLASH PANS & SPLASH GUARDS
NEW BOSS SPLASH PAN
Arista Splash Pans

$63.50
$43.00

ACCESSORIES
LEG SET: (STATIC LEG FOR ARISTA)
LEG SET: (FOLDING LEG FOR ARISTA)
FOOT PEDAL

$91.90
$219.00
$103.50

CLAY CANVAS
Size
Price
12” X 24”
24” X 24”
24“ X 48”
30” X 60”
36” X 60”
60” X 60”

$5.50
$7.00
$15.00
$18.00
$20.00
$28.00

All Items This Page Plus Freight

Duron Bats 12”

$8.50 Ea.
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